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Bridge 5 has reached the end of its life-cycle and is no longer supported. To get maintenance and feature releases, update to the latest Bridge version.


Dependencies to Runtime and Migration Notes
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime or are subject to migration. Please install the required Runtime version and/or perform the necessary migration tasks.
 Click here to expand an overview of Runtime dependencies and migration notes...
	Builder	xUML Runtime	Issues	xUML Runtime Dependency
	5.1.26	2017.10	
	JSON ComposerOptions for REST service and adapter
The setting will be silently ignored by older Runtimes.
	5.1.23	2017.5	
	REST services or adapters compiled with this Builder version will only run on an BRIDGE with RUNTIME 2017.5. Please install the required Runtime version.

	BUIL-5360	Runtimes prior to 2017.5 will ignore the header parameters defined in the signature.

	BUIL-5546	The internal structures of the service repository have been changed to support greater complexity. Using Runtime 2017.5, you need to recompile all models with REST service / adapter. Older Runtimes will not start with this repository format.

	BUIL-5564	Parameters external names will be ignored on Runtimes prior to 2017.5 

	BUIL-5499	Runtimes prior to  2017.5  will ignore this flag and default to the old behavior of throwing an exception on HTTP error.

	BUIL-5560	With older Runtime versions, the additional start() is called but not stop().

	5.1.21	2017.1	BUIL-5464	Option for safe or fast persistent state using SQLite
Setting will be ignored by older RUNTIMEs, effectively being off.

	5.1.20.1	2016.9  	BUIL-5233	If you use REST service with xUML Runtime 2016.9 or newer, you have to recompile the service. Otherwise, you get this error at service startup:
                              
Repository format is too old. Please recompile your model with newer Builder version.

	BUIL-5235	If you want to use the new REST adapter, you need at least xUML Runtime version 2016.9. Otherwise the service will not start.

	
	BUIL-5406	If you open a model saved with an older Builder version, it can be that MagicDraw 18 complains about Recovered Elements. You have to fix them once as described on MagicDraw 18 Model Contains Recovered Elements and save the model.

	
	BUIL-5233, BUIL-5338, BUIL-5407	The REST service interface has changed and you can get compile errors. Please refer to the migration notes below for more details.
	5.1.18.1	
	BUIL-5275	Used libraries have to be recompiled. Otherwise the display of settings in the console will be inconsistent.

	5.1.17.1	2016.3	
	 As the internal format of xUML libraries have been improved, you have to re-compile all used xUML libraries including sub-libraries. You will get a compiler error, if you use old libraries. 

	BUIL-5137	This feature requires xUML Runtime 2016.1.
	BUIL-4990	Easy modeling of REST services
This feature only is available as of Runtime 2016.3 and Bridge 5.1.55.2.
	5.1.15.1	2015.15	BUIL-5040	MagicDraw 18.0 SP4 with JRE 8 is required to use the Java adapter. You will get compile errors otherwise.
	BUIL-5047	This feature requires Runtime 2015.15.
	5.1.12.4	2015.9	BUIL-4987	As of xUML Runtime 2015.9: To run new models with older xUML Runtimes you have to make sure that the poolSize tag value on each SAP alias is undefined. Otherwise older xUML Runtimes will not start.
	5.1.11.4	2015.3	BUIL-4953	This feature requires Runtime 2015.3. With older Runtime versions the XML will always be encoded in UTF-8.
	5.1.11.4	2015.2	BUIL-4957	This feature requires Runtime 2015.2.
	5.1.11.3	2015.2	
	Starting with this version, the embedded xUML Runtime of the Builder contains the new SAPNW library. 
It is not possible to exchange the SAP package of the Embedded Runtime. You will not be able to test services on the Embedded Runtime anymore, that have been designed for the old SAP Runtime package, if you have switched to this Builder version or greater.
Refer to Migrating SAP Services to SAP NetWeaver for more information.

	5.1.10.2	2015.1	BUIL-4887	This feature requires Runtime 2015.1.
	5.1.10.1	2014.19	BUIL-4636	All re-compiled models using UI components need xUML Runtime 2014.19 or later.
	5.1.9.5	2014.16	
	Starting from Runtime version 2014.16, Windows XP is not supported anymore. xUML services will not start-up on XP platforms due to technical implications.
Please find the list of all supported operating systems on Installing the E2E Bridge.

	5.1.8.98	2013.2	BUIL-4547	Interactive Debugger: Stepping out of a sub activity, no action is highlighted anymore.
	5.1.8.95	2013.1	BUIL-4597	Deployment of repositories containing umlauts throws Xerces exception.
	 5.1.8. 94 	2013.1	BUIL-4537	If basic auth is now set to None, xUML Runtimes older than 2013.1 won't start anymore. Workaround: delete tagged value.
	5.1.8.61	5.1.85.2	BUIL-4204	If the SOAP service tagged values 'timezone' and 'dateFormatString' shall work, xUML Runtime 5.1.85.1 or later is required. Older Runtimes just ignore these values if they are set.
	5.1.8.58	 5.1.84.0 	BUIL-4196	xUML Runtimes older than 5.1.82.5 will not start if services use a SOAP Adapter.
	5.1.8.57	5.1.82.2	BUIL-4170	In order to use this feature, required xUML Runtime is needed.
	5.1.8.58	5.1.82.0	BUIL-4069	The model compiler writes all tagged values related to connection pooling into the repository. This happens whenever a SQL adapter is being used. Only the required xUML Runtime can read these repositories.
If using this Builder version, you must update the Runtime in order to run any services compiled with this version!
	5.1.8.50	5.1.79.0	BUIL-3952	In order to use this feature, required xUML Runtime is needed.
	5.1.8.46	5.1.78.0	BUIL-4027	In order to use this feature, required xUML Runtime is needed.
	5.1.8.38	5.1.75.1	BUIL-3901, BUIL-3902	xUML Runtimes older than 5.1.75.1 will not start if services use a a Java adapter.
	5.1.8.28	5.1.73.3	BUIL-3911, BUIL-3903, BUIL-3839	These features and bugfixes require this xUML Runtime.
	5.1.8 (2012/09/14)	5.1.73	BUIL-3848	This feature requires this xUML Runtime.
	5.1.8 (2012/07/03)	5.1.71.5	10087, 10063, 10068, 10067	These UI bugfixes require this xUML Runtime.
	5.1.8 (2012/06/20)	5.1.71.2	9960, 10007, 10048, 10049, 10050	These features and bugfixes require this xUML Runtime.






 
Builder 5.1.29 (09.11.2018)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2018.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5709	Builder: Deployment displayed as successful if no password was specified
	BUIL-5980	Importer: XSD sequence gets violated on the way from xsd import to classToXml()
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5976	Compiler: Rest Port URL needed
	BUIL-5985	Compiler: Raise error when ActionScript variable is redeclared


 
Builder 5.1.28 (23.08.2018)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2018.10


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5460	Builder: RESTAdapter export from Library eats the Proxy Type, leading to compile error
	BUIL-5485	Script Editor: Attributes are not suggested when using select distinct
	BUIL-5608	BlockThread no longer available in ActionWizard
	BUIL-5817	Compiler: cannot start service with Java in xUML library (old addon.jar in repository)
	BUIL-5832	BPMN: Name of Subprocess does not appear in Transaction Logging
	BUIL-5836	Wizard: Missing labels in Component Wizard
	BUIL-5863	Importer: Can not import new WSDL from Domibus 3.2. RC1
	BUIL-5868	Wizard for creating Aliases shows generic errors and titles that cannot be resolved
	BUIL-5875	Parallel component diagrams for library and service with same name not working anymore
	BUIL-5876	Cannot import library (An error occured during importing an XMI file)
	BUIL-5899	Compiler returns succesful deployment, but it isn't compiled and deployed
	BUIL-5909	Compiler: Local variable assinged with previous value inside iteration
	BUIL-5912	Importer: Import of BPMN results in validation errors in import file
	BUIL-5932	Compilation errors from used modules are not properly catched
	BUIL-5947	Importer: Java import does not update existing jar files
	BUIL-5955	Weird layout and mouse interaction in Deplopyment View on new errors
	BUIL-5966	Compiler: Persistent State Adapter: identifierCondition may not work
	BUIL-5971	Compiler: Compiler gets confused when using mapEqualNamesIfExists
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5466	Compiler: REST: Possibility to define empty response
	BUIL-5970	Compiler: cssStyle tagged-value does not work anymore for the xUML UI
	BUIL-5974	Compiler: Enable runtime check: error in case of conditions with null
	BUIL-5975	Compiler: Enable runtime check: error in case of object navigation on null references


 
Builder 5.1.27 (27.03.2018)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2018.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5000	Compiler: PersistentStateBroadcastSignal compile error on empty identifier condition
	BUIL-5710	Importer: Error with archiveFile: The system cannot find the path specified
	BUIL-5787	"Edit Component Diagram"-Button throws an exception
	BUIL-5788	Compiler: Java Null Pointer Exception when compiling libEDIArchiving
	BUIL-5791	Builder writes additional elements to "instance.tab" when starting embedded
	BUIL-5802	Importer: OpenAPI importer throws errors on "additionalProperties: false" entries
	BUIL-5803	Importer: OpenAPI importer does not import complex consumes/produces
	BUIL-5809	Compiler: REST adapter silently ignores "out" parameters with <<RESTParameter>> stereotype
	BUIL-5826	Importer: When importing Java service, the imported *.jar has tag value "deploy" not set which leads to compiler error
	BUIL-5829	JavaAddOn: Memory leak when receiving JMS messages using JMSListener
	BUIL-5833	JavaAddOn: addon.jar is missing version info
	BUIL-5841	Importer: Resource import appears to be broken
	BUIL-5842	Import Options dialog does not scale nicely
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5548	Change definition of Error class in REST template to contain message
	BUIL-5784	Compiler: Changed compiler behavior for tagged value "soapAction" breaks service(s)
	BUIL-5807	JavaAddOn: stop JMS Listeners on service shutdown


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.26
 
Builder 5.1.26.1 (18.12.2017)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.10


	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5613	Example list is not sorted


 
Builder 5.1.26 (13.12.2017)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.10


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML RUNTIME. Please install the required RUNTIME version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required RUNTIME
	BUIL-5754	JSON ComposerOptions for REST service and adapter
The setting will be silently ignored by older Runtimes.

	2017.10




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5735	XSLT errors are not propagated if an exception occurs
	BUIL-5737	Compiler: Encoding is missing in SQL connection tab file
	BUIL-5743	Compiler: Transformation not checked for correct type if base flow is of correct type
	BUIL-5748	Importer: OpenAPI import fails: "Unexpected exception: null" when parameter $ref is not found
	BUIL-5752	Importer: Import OpenAPI fails
	BUIL-5758	Compile Messages not in sync between Messages view and Deployment/File View
	BUIL-5763	e2ec: NullPointerException if you compile model with old component diagram
	BUIL-5770	Compiler: Compiler process issues
	BUIL-5772	Compiler: Builder randomly generates invalid repository
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5754	JSON ComposerOptions for REST service and adapter


 
Builder 5.1.25 (03.11.2017) 
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.8


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5580	Compiler: Timer from library does not work
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5305	Compiler should validate if SOAPAction value is "" for document style operation


 
Builder 5.1.24 (24.10.2017) 
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.8


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5200	UI template still contains old component diagram
	BUIL-5626	MD18: SAP tags are missing on composite
	BUIL-5628	Examples: RFCClientExample: TestSimpleType is broken
	BUIL-5631	Examples: Typo in component name of Arithmetic example
	BUIL-5633	Importer: REST import fails when minimum/maximum of properties are defined
	BUIL-5634	Create new project with blank in name is erroneous
	BUIL-5649	Compiler: Compiler null pointer exception when having REST API in library compiled with Builder prior 6.0.23
	BUIL-5653	Builder overwrites XSDs for namespaces which are the same except for special characters
	BUIL-5659	Errors from tabfile merger are not correctly propagated.
	BUIL-5663	Interactive Debugger: NullPointerException when using Debugger
	BUIL-5665	Compiler: E2E Scheduler settings are always the default ones when deployed (introduced 6.0.22)
	BUIL-5674	JavaAddOn: Importer fails to find correct names of (generic) collection type parameters
	BUIL-5676	Compiler: WSDL: Missing imports of namespaces referenced only in inheritance chain
	BUIL-5705	Compiler: RESTRQ10 warning without text
	BUIL-5707	Examples: uiCustomCSS has error: custom-theme missing
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5581	JMS provider: IBM MQ Client 9
	BUIL-5675	JavaAddOn: Importer supports JavaDoc 9
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5636	Examples: BPMNLoanApproval example looks ugly
	BUIL-5656	Compiler: Mark memory adapter functions storeInMemory, removeFromMemory and retrieveFromMemory as deprecated
	BUIL-5660	Examples: Add missing type conversion examples to E2E Action Language/Base Types/converter.xml
	BUIL-5670	User Interface: Remove multi language support for UIs
	BUIL-5699	Importer: Dictonary importer no longer supported
	BUIL-5700	Examples: Remove uiLocalization example


   
Builder 5.1.23 (10.08.2017)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.5


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. REST services or adapters compiled with this Builder version will only run on an BRIDGE with RUNTIME 2017.5. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required RUNTIME
	BUIL-5360	Runtimes prior to 2017.5 will ignore the header parameters defined in the signature.
	2017.5
	BUIL-5546	The internal structures of the service repository have been changed to support greater complexity. Using Runtime 2017.5, you need to recompile all models with REST service / adapter. Older Runtimes will not start with this repository format.
	2017.5
	BUIL-5564	Parameters external names will be ignored on Runtimes prior to 2017.5 
	2017.5
	BUIL-5499	Runtimes prior to  2017.5  will ignore this flag and default to the old behavior of throwing an exception on HTTP error.
	2017.5
	BUIL-5560	With older Runtime versions, the additional start() is called but not stop().
	2017.5




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5623	Importer: UI importer does not use correct color scheme
	BUIL-5632	JavaAddOn: Can't compile, run or deploy JavaAdapter examples
	BUIL-5067	Compiler: Scheduler cannot be exposed as library class
	BUIL-5158	Compiler: JMS Listener within Library
	BUIL-5331	Compiler: Service does not start with error: Template 'services' not found in repository
	BUIL-5421	Compiler: Classes in shared module are reported missing when referenced from outside the module
	BUIL-5447	Compiler: Sharing the port type without the component diagram should not throw compile error
	BUIL-5450	Compiler: REST parameters do not support simple derived types
	BUIL-5498	Compiler: REST Port / REST Resources exported from the library have wrong package/class structure
	BUIL-5519	Compiler: Cannot start service that is using a library which is calling a REST-Service
	BUIL-5533	Compiler: Additional JVM option from main model is missing
	BUIL-5534	Compiler: Compiler is not able to see REST classes in MD17
	BUIL-5541	Compiler: Fix XMLParserOptions definition
	BUIL-5542	Compiler: castValue() error messages are incorrect
	BUIL-5544	Compiler: Float fields are written as "float" instead of "number" into OpenAPI descriptor
	BUIL-5547	Compiler: REST: Impossible to use ':' in path
	BUIL-5549	Compiler: REST Adapter: Static path segments remain unencoded
	BUIL-5550	Compiler: REST Adapter: Don't get fooled by the curly braces in the path
	BUIL-5552	Compiler: REST: Path parameters for verb operations are silently dropped
	BUIL-5569	Compiler: REST: inout parameters are not handled correctly
	BUIL-5570	Builder: Namespaces set with <<XMLPackage>> are suffixed with the name of the package itself
	BUIL-5583	Compiler: Global SAP settings are disregarded with old component diagram
	BUIL-5588	Compiler: Incorrect tabfile generated for Scheduler
	BUIL-5598	Builder: Builder does not deploy project out of Magic Draw
	BUIL-5600	Builder: Compiler error details view is broken
	BUIL-5602	Importer: Import cannot find E2E Bridge Profile.xml on library import
	BUIL-5603	Importer: UI Importer generates empty classes instead of UI components and no bindings
	BUIL-5611	Compiler: REST ports exported from libraries lose all documentation and RESTTag information
	BUIL-5627	Compiler: Select distinct does not work together with a where clause
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5105	Examples: Add regression tests to an example
	BUIL-5340	Compiler: Option to hide/mask passwords in service settings UI (E2EAttribute)
	BUIL-5360	Builder: REST: support for response headers in method signatures
	BUIL-5545	Builder: REST Adapter: Allow path segments to be marked verbatim (as-is)
	BUIL-5546	Compiler: REST Adapter: Support segment composition
	BUIL-5564	Compiler: REST: Allow setting external names for header and query parameters
	BUIL-5584	Examples: Add segment composition to REST support manager example
	BUIL-5591	Importer: REST importer should generate REST parameters from header parameters
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5492	Examples: Update InterceptorHelloWorld example
	BUIL-5499	Builder: REST: HTTP Response codes >= 400 shouldn't cause exceptions by default.
	BUIL-5540	Examples: Update library in BigExcelGenerator example
	BUIL-5551	Compiler: REST: for path parameters end parameter name on first non-alphanumeric character
	BUIL-5560	Compiler: Java Callback Service: add 'start' and 'stop' hooks
	BUIL-5565	Examples: Enhance settings example with password settings and global settings
	BUIL-5566	Examples: "clear" functionality on MemoryAdapter
	BUIL-5589	Examples: Enhance SupportManager example with header parameters


 
Builder 5.1.21 (18.04.2017)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2017.2


Dependencies to BRIDGE
The following features depend on a new version of the E2E BRIDGE. Please install the required BRIDGE version, if you want to use them.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required BRIDGE
	BUIL-5455	Model notes are displayed on Bridges as of the mentioned version. You can still deploy the service to older BRIDGE versions.	6.0.59




Dependencies to RUNTIME
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML RUNTIME. Please install the required RUNTIME version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required RUNTIME
	BUIL-5464	Option for safe or fast persistent state using SQLite
Setting will be ignored by older RUNTIMEs, effectively being off.
	2017.1




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5256	Builder: Default for cvs Tag in Version Model shows value from "jzakrzewski" check-in
	BUIL-5431	Compiler: Wrong error message for SAP tagged value "user"
	BUIL-5436	Compiler: MD 17 and Linux: Missing include file after Rest import into new model
	BUIL-5437	Builder: Missing text in REST alias dialog
	BUIL-5438	Builder: REST alias has wrong protocol after component wizard
	BUIL-5442	Builder: RESTError is missing in RESTPort
	BUIL-5444	Builder: New model from REST template opens with operation implementation
	BUIL-5445	Compiler: Startup error if using getConfigurationName macro
	BUIL-5449	Compiler: REST operation ignores "return" parameters
	BUIL-5451	Compiler: REST GET Operation cannot have "out" RESTParameter with in=body
	BUIL-5458	Compiler: RESTResponseDefinition between main model and library does not work
	BUIL-5460	Builder: RESTAdapter export from Library eats the Proxy Type, leading to compile error
	BUIL-5467	Compiler: double ui elements ID
	BUIL-5469	Compiler: Compile freezes when compiling REST service with deep parameter class hierachy
	BUIL-5474	Builder: JavaAddOn initialization failed - library with Java callback
	BUIL-5478	Compiler: Service exposing REST port imported from a library won't start
	BUIL-5480	Compiler: REST description should be UTF-8 encoded
	BUIL-5489	Compiler: Namespaces set with <<XMLPackage>> xmlNamespace tagged value are ignored during library export/import
	BUIL-5490	Compiler: Additional JVM option is not working
	BUIL-5497	Importer: Id parameter disappears in first imported YAML when importing the second YAML
	BUIL-5504	Compiler: REST: Adapter Error Handling doesn't work for imported YAML
	BUIL-5506	Compiler: Cannot receive trace data, error message "This test case has not been run yet with trace enabled"
	BUIL-5511	Compiler: Some Java settings are not visible in console and not replaced, leading to startup errors
	BUIL-5516	Compiler: SAP EDI_DC40 metadata is not fully written to the repository
	BUIL-5524	Builder: Having a REST-Service in a Library, the Library using Service is not able to start
	BUIL-5526	Importer: IDOC importer. Error when empty lines at the end of the file.
	BUIL-5527	Compiler: Jvm Shutdown Operations are ignored by the compiler
	BUIL-5532	Builder: Builder hangs during compilation/deployment
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5428	Builder: REST Importer: Assign value from 'description' field of objects and their properties to the respective "Documentation/Hyperlinks" entry upon import
	BUIL-5464	Builder: Option for safe or fast persistent state using SQLite
	Task	Description
	BUIL-5073	Importer: Slow EDIFACT import
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5439	Builder: Add RESTAlias to context menu of an artifact
	BUIL-5440	Builder: MD17: Improve REST alias dialog
	BUIL-5454	Builder: Mark Event.maxDeliveryTrials and Event.deliveryTrial as deprecated
	BUIL-5455	Compiler: Add "Description" per module
	BUIL-5481	Builder: Version number with three digits 6.0.x
	BUIL-5495	Builder: Remove CreateThread and WaitThread from action wizard
	BUIL-5500	Compiler: REST: Remove setting for port base path
	BUIL-5501	Compiler: REST: Prevent usage of the same port in multiple services in the same composite
	BUIL-5513	Examples: New SAPXMLIDoc example
	BUIL-5521	Examples: Add model documentation to helloworld examples


 
Builder 5.1.20.1 (02.12.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.9


Migration Notes
	Concerns	Bug/Feature	Description
	MagicDraw 18.0	BUIL-5406	If you open a model saved with an older Builder version, it can be that MagicDraw 18 complains about Recovered Elements. You have to fix them once as described on MagicDraw 18 Model Contains Recovered Elements and save the model.

	REST Service	BUIL-5233	If you use REST service with xUML Runtime 2016.9 or newer, you have to recompile the service. Otherwise, you get this error at service startup:
                              
Repository format is too old. Please recompile your model with newer Builder version.
	BUIL-5338	The generated OpenAPI file of REST services now only contains class names, not the fully qualified name (including the package structure). If a REST service contains duplicate class names in different packages, the compiler will complain and you will have to change the names to be unique.
	BUIL-5407	Class Add_Ons.REST.Response has changed. Attribute errorObject has been renamed to responseObject, and statusCode has been renamed to httpStatus. If you use these attribute names in action scripts, you will get compile errors and you will have to adapt the names.




Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Runtime
	BUIL-5233 	If you use REST service with xUML Runtime 2016.9 or newer, you have to recompile the service. Otherwise, you get this error at service startup:
                              
Repository format is too old. Please recompile your model with newer Builder version.	2016.9
	BUIL-5235 	If you want to use the new REST adapter, you need at least xUML Runtime version 2016.9. Otherwise the service will not start.
	2016.9




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5273	Compiler: REST Service: POST REST request without return parameter still generates 201 in the descriptor
	BUIL-5302	Builder: REST Service: Documentation of trace port in specification dialog not up-to-date
	BUIL-5331	Compiler: Service does not start with error: Template 'services' not found in repository
	BUIL-5337	Compiler: REST Service: OpenAPI description: response with array of simple type is wrong
	BUIL-5341	Builder: Tagged values for <<FlatFileComplexAttribute>> not displayed in specification dialog
	BUIL-5345	Builder: Tagged values for <<FlatFileGroup>> not displayed in specification dialog
	BUIL-5350	Compiler: REST Service: If resource relativePath is empty string it should also use the name
	BUIL-5382	Builder: REST Service: MD18: Specification tree not displayed for REST resources
	BUIL-5385	Builder: REST Service: RESTParameter and E2EArray stereotypes cannot both be set using the Specification dialog
	BUIL-5387	Compiler: REST Service: if E2ERESTPortType is defined in other module than the component diagram, the result is always HTTP 204
	BUIL-5388	Compiler: REST Service: Nested objects used as REST parameter prevent compilation
	BUIL-5402	Compiler: REST Service: WSDL for shadow service is incorrect for REST service implemented in a module
	BUIL-5404	Compiler: REST Service: RESTError and hence RESTPortType cannot be exported as library classes
	BUIL-5406	Builder: MD18: Validation errors after opening project with Builder 6.0.20.1
	BUIL-5423	Builder: Quick start example does not open
	BUIL-5425	Compiler: getCompositeName resolves library composite instead of service composite
	BUIL-5433	Compiler: REST Adapter: Response definitions do not propagate from resource/interface to operations
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5233	Builder: Bridge as client of REST services
	BUIL-5234	Importer: REST Importer: Import OpenAPI (Swagger) specification
	BUIL-5235	Compiler: REST adapter
	BUIL-5278	Compiler: REST Service: Allow defining multiple response types for REST
	BUIL-5279	Compiler: REST Service: Introduce <<RESTErrorCode>> and <<RESTErrorMessage>>
	BUIL-5342	Builder: Add 'entityExpansionLimit' option to classToXML options
	BUIL-5399	Builder: Add SOAP 1.2 Fault Data Items
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5120	Builder: Installing example opens the project (checkbox is selected)
	BUIL-5141	Builder: Provide a way to pass prepared statement as string to sql adapter
	BUIL-5289	Builder: REST Service: Provide possiblity to set REST API version
	BUIL-5338	Compiler: REST Service: OpenAPI description: parameter class names in the REST interface without package name
	BUIL-5343	Builder: New E2E Logo
	BUIL-5367	Examples: Add authentication to REST supportManager example
	BUIL-5407	Compiler: REST Service: rename Response.statusCode to httpStatus


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.19
 
Builder 5.1.19.2 (19.09.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5334	Builder: Compiler version not set in revisions.tab


 
Builder 5.1.19.1 (07.09.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5307	Importer: Problems importing with MD 18.0 SP6
	BUIL-5316	Script Editor: Some AS names are reserved with no reason and don't give the user any hint about it
	BUIL-5321	Script Editor: ASE: NPE when completions contain enumeration without stereotype
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5263	Builder: Make MD resource manager display the correct version number


 
Builder 5.1.18.1 (04.08.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.5


Compatibility Note
	Bug/Feature	Description
	BUIL-5275	Used libraries have to be recompiled. Otherwise the display of settings in the console will be inconsistent.






	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5078	Compiler: Long Identifier Condition with many ORs behaves weird
	BUIL-5088	User Interface: Error Loading jquery-ui custom css
	BUIL-5158	Compiler: JMS Listener within Library
	BUIL-5163	Builder: BPMN Process Diagram shows only in Full Features Perspective
	BUIL-5168	Examples: RFCServerExample has compile erros
	BUIL-5175	Importer: Library is incorrectly imported
	BUIL-5194	Builder: Delete "Console" from Login-Window
	BUIL-5201	Builder: MagicDraw hangs if embedded runtime does not start correctly
	BUIL-5202	Builder: Multiplication of DB-Aliases from Libraries
	BUIL-5210	Compiler: SQL adapter gets confused when using "+" to concatenate strings in sql statements
	BUIL-5211	Wizard: After using edit wizard, all dependent components are moved down in diagram
	BUIL-5227	BPMN: MD18: BPMN import creates corrupted elements
	BUIL-5245	Compiler: Wrong port calculation for shadow SOAP service of REST service
	BUIL-5249	Compiler: Iteration outputs value of previous iteration if no output value is set
	BUIL-5251	User Interface: Load scripts asynchronously should also be for imported scripts
	BUIL-5253	Importer: Alias not set on imported JMS operation
	BUIL-5262	Compiler: .xsd referenced from WSDL is not generated into the /wsdl folder in repository
	BUIL-5265	Builder: WSDL cannot be imported, referenced .xsd cannot be found or appears empty
	BUIL-5266	Compiler: Special characters cause generation of invalid Swagger YAML descriptor
	BUIL-5272	Examples: libSpreadsheet: toCSV does not close input file
	BUIL-5275	Compiler: Global Settings must be the first setting group
	BUIL-5282	Compiler: Compile using very old library throw an exception
	BUIL-5286	Compiler: Security Interceptor does not accept <<RESTPortType>>
	BUIL-5294	Builder: Automatic migration does not kick in.
	BUIL-5297	Compiler: Compiler exception: Can not resolve namespace prefix: #all
	BUIL-5308	Script Editor: Wrong element name displayed in Action Script Editor
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5216	Compiler: REST Service: support for authentication in REST descriptor
	BUIL-5217	Compiler: REST Service: support for API token header in REST descriptor
	BUIL-5218	Compiler: Add timestamp to Error base type
	BUIL-5247	Compiler: Grouping of REST Operations in generated Swagger UI
	BUIL-5263	Builder: Make MD resource manager display the correct version number
	BUIL-5285	Examples: How to use RESTService "Security"
	BUIL-5288	Examples: Grouping of REST Operation in example
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5058	Compiler: Support SAP native type STRG
	BUIL-5239	Builder: Increase size of E2E Action Script Editor window


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.17
 
Builder 5.1.17.2 (04.05.2016)  
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5248	Builder: Conversion from MD17 to MD18 makes model throw compile errors


 
Builder 5.1.17.1 (03.05.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.3


Migration Note
As the internal format of xUML libraries have been improved, you have to re-compile all used xUML libraries including sub-libraries. You will get a compiler error, if you use old libraries.


Dependencies to Bridge
The following bug fixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E Bridge. Please install the required E2E Bridge version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Bridge
	BUIL-4990	Easy modeling of REST services
The support for REST models only is available as of Bridge 6.0.55.2. With older Bridge versions you will get a deployment error.	5.1.55.2




Dependencies to Runtime
 
The following bug fixes and features depend on a new version of the xUML Runtime. Please install the required RUNTIME version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required RUNTIME
	BUIL-5137	SAPNW: Bridge is RFC server: support parallel connections
To use the new feature you need the new RUNTIME. Old RUNTIMEs will ignore the modified pool size value.	2016.3
	BUIL-4990	Easy modeling of REST services
The REST AddOn only is available as of RUNTIME version 2016.3.	2016.3


 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4929	Compiler: SAPNW: Unrecognised value " " for setting "FieldPadding" when starting up SAP-related service
	BUIL-5061	BPMN: No STATE_END created for send tasks
	BUIL-5085	Builder: PS Adapter getStateInfo is not created properly through e2e action wizard
	BUIL-5090	Wizard: protocol is reset on SOAPAlias each time when using Edit Component Diagram wizard
	BUIL-5093	Importer: RFC WSDL Import of standard BAPI IDOC_INBOUND_SINGLE does not work
	BUIL-5118	Builder: Error during XSD import
	BUIL-5122	Wizard: Component wizard: Create port type: Window title corrupt
	BUIL-5129	Builder: SAPNW: Allow to specify default connection pool size
	BUIL-5146	Compiler: Typo in Compile message
	BUIL-5150	Builder: Strange Warnings When compiling imported Document Style WSDLs/XSDs
	BUIL-5169	Compiler: Enable/disable of SOAP services in Bridge does not work (old component diagram)
	BUIL-5172	MagicDraw: Error when changing mount location or read/write for imported modules in MagicDraw 18.0
	BUIL-5184	Builder: Compiler version is missing.
	BUIL-5212	Compiler: Model Compiler Plugin system properties won't be updated
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-5082	Importer: Import model (unique IDs)
	BUIL-5094	Compiler: Compile error, if no sleep time is specified on BlockThread adapter
	BUIL-5096	BPMN: Set stereotype <<LaneSet>> on migrating BPMN projects to MD 18
	BUIL-5108	Examples: Example SQL adapter for Oracle to show performance problems with varchar/nvarchar type mismatch
	BUIL-5109	Examples: Make example for accessing REST interface with the bridge
	BUIL-5124	Compiler: Put JSON ComposerOptions in own XML namespace
	BUIL-5125	Builder: Support MagicDraw 18.0 SP5
	BUIL-5137	Compiler: SAPNW: Bridge is RFC server: support parallel connections
	BUIL-5145	Builder: Model template for a REST service
	BUIL-5149	Examples: Spreadsheet adapter example updated
	BUIL-5167	Builder: Make "New Model" menu entries consistent
	BUIL-5179	Compiler: Stop with error if old libraries (before 6.0.17.1) are used
	BUIL-5188	Builder: Default port 11111 in component wizard for new HTTP services
	BUIL-5197	Builder: update commons-codec to version 1.10
	BUIL-5209	Importer: Edifact importer: Composing without empty attributes
	BUIL-5246	Compiler: SAP Global Settings (DefaultConnectionPoolSize, FieldPadding, ServerWorkerThreads)
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4990	Compiler: Easy modeling of REST services
	BUIL-5119	Examples: REST Service: Example explaining REST Service


 
Builder 5.1.16.1 (05.02.2016)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2016.1


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4864	Compiler: wsdl proxy host settings
	BUIL-5127	Importer: FlatFileDefinition Import results in corrupt model and other weird artifacts
	BUIL-5144	BPMN: BPMN importer generates code that can't be compiled


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.15
 
Builder 5.1.15.8 (26.11.2015)
MagicDraw 18 build only.
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.17


	Bug	Description
	MOD-414	Error upon opening the Quickstart Example with MD18 Trial


 
Builder 5.1.15.7 (25.11.2015)
MagicDraw 18 build only.
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.17


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5076	Builder: MD18 migration window is broken


 
Builder 5.1.15.6 (11.11.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.17


 
Builder 5.1.15.4 (23.10.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.15


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5062	Installer: MD17 on Linux: Can't start embedded service
	BUIL-5071	Builder: Orphan Proxy in E2E Bridge Base


 
Builder 5.1.15.2 (21.10.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.15


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5068	User Interface: Compiler tab name wrong


 
Builder 5.1.15.1 (20.10.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.15


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Runtime
	BUIL-5040	MagicDraw 18.0 SP4 with JRE 8 is required to use the Java adapter. You will get compile errors otherwise.	2015.15
	BUIL-5047	Compiler: support result set as return type of stored procedures	2015.15




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5018	Builder: Cannot import rfc definition with EDI_DC40 and EDI_DD40 classes from wsdl
	BUIL-5021	Importer: WSDL Importer file selector break the include paths
	BUIL-5039	Builder: Wrong warning "Architecture mismatch"
	BUIL-5041	Compiler: MD 18: Can't reimport Java Classes / Resource Files
	BUIL-5051	Builder: model inconsistency when importing BPMN with boundary event in sub process
	BUIL-5063	Builder: "About" Dialog in Builder shows wrong version number
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4982	Builder: Include new Edifacts versions till D10B and X12 till 6020
	BUIL-5040	JavaAddOn: MD 18.0: Java adapter uses Java compiler 8 from JDK 8 (MD 18.0 SP4 is required)
	BUIL-5047	Compiler: support result set as return type of stored procedures
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-5048	Builder: Create a Migration process from MD 17.0 to MD 18.0
	BUIL-5049	Compiler: Ability to select Unicode or non-Unicode mode for SQL Adapter


 
Builder 5.1.14.1 (24.09.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.13


	Bug
	Description

	BUIL-5037	Importer: Error importing valid WSDL with namespace URLs not being reachable
	BUIL-5043	BPMN: Validate Button in BPMN Diagram missing
	BUIL-5045	Builder: MD 18.0 E2E Login modal behind progress modal


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.13
 
Builder 5.1.13.4 (26.08.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4964	Compiler: Setting `namespace` tag value for port type produces incorrect asynchronous trace descriptor
	BUIL-4980	Builder: Error when importing a BPMN diagram
	BUIL-4984	Builder: MD 18.0: does not work with floating type license
	BUIL-5008	Builder: Compile inside Intellij with JRE target 1.6
	BUIL-5015	Importer: Wsdl importer don't take multiplicity with substitution groups
	BUIL-5019	Importer: WSDL Importer cannot handle "includes"
	BUIL-5020	Compiler: Asynchronous trace descriptor is incorrect for E2ETestable if it's applied on the PersistentState class
	BUIL-5022	Compiler: Linux: Compile fails because it can not find modules/libraries
	BUIL-5027	Compiler: MD 18.0: Compile fails: Could not find includes file 'E2E Process Tracing.xml'
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4988	JavaAddOn: JavaAddOn: Importer can not parse parameter names from Java 7
	BUIL-4989	JavaAddOn: MD 18.0: JavaAddon: Support Java 7


 
Builder 5.1.13.3 (2015/07/31)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.11


	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4982	Builder: Include new Edifacts versions
	BUIL-4985	Importer: XML Schema with substitutionGroup


 
Builder 5.1.13.2 (21.07.2015) 
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.10


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-5001	JavaAddOn: JMS: ActiveMQ connection with authentication fails
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4985	Importer: XML Schema with substitutionGroup
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4916	Compiler: Remove port number restriction for HTTPService


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.12
 
Builder 5.1.12.4 (29.06.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.9


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Runtime
	BUIL-4987	As of xUML Runtime 2015.9: To run new models with older xUML Runtimes you have to make sure that the poolSize tag value on each SAP alias is undefined. Otherwise older xUML Runtimes will not start.	2015.9




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4981	Builder: Remove namespaces from imported SAP structures in Base package
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4987	Compiler: Allow setting RFC-Connections pool size


 
Builder 5.1.12.2 (07.05.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4965	MagicDraw: Display pins of operations does not work
	BUIL-4968	Importer: Cannot import standard java anymore


 
Builder 5.1.12.1 (29.04.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4915	Compiler: Derived class can override field of base class with different type
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4954	MD 18.0: Suppress auto created pins


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.11
 
Builder 5.1.11.4 (23.03.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.3


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E Runtime. Please install the required runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Runtime
	BUIL-4957	With older Runtime versions the XML will always be encoded in UTF-8.	2015.2
	BUIL-4953	This feature needs the corresponding Runtime to support the tagged value	2015.3




	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4956	Compiler: Make classToJson() accept options parameter
	BUIL-4957	Compiler: add encoding to classToXml options
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4953	Compiler: Flat File Parser: add posibility to supress empty strings when parsing


 
Builder 5.1.11.3 (12.03.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.2 and the SAPNW library


Starting with this version, the embedded xUML Runtime of the Builder contains the new SAPNW library. 
It is not possible to exchange the SAP package of the Embedded Runtime. You will not be able to test services on the Embedded Runtime anymore, that have been designed for the old SAP Runtime package, if you have switched to this Builder version or greater.
Refer to Migrating SAP Services to SAP NetWeaver for more information.


	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4946	Builder: Support flat file with multiple IDoc records


 
Builder 5.1.11.2 (05.03.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4919	Compiler: Can't trace and debug methods of HTTP Port
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4934	Importer: MD18.1: Validation of BPMN throws error due to LaneSet stereotype being applied by default


 
Builder 5.1.11.1 (25.02.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4923	Importer: WSDL/XSD importer does not overwrite import file when re-importing the same XSD
	BUIL-4932	Builder: "localhost" is needlessly transformed to FQHN when sending test case run requests
	BUIL-4936	Compiler: input trace of the filterDistinct function shows type Unknown
	BUIL-4937	Compiler: Compiler warning BEGFGEEH07 without message


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.10
 
Builder 5.1.10.5 (10.02.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.1


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4795	Builder: Get error on nulable integer values that are bound on UI-Controller
	BUIL-4901	User Interface: UI: Regex pattern having back slashes in E2EValueGeneralization does not work
	BUIL-4921	Compiler: Having both "UIContainer" and "HTMLElement" and a css class on the same element throw an error
	BUIL-4929	Compiler: Unrecognised value " " for setting "FieldPadding" when starting up SAP-related service
	BUIL-4930	Builder:  Can not view properties of a test case


 
Builder 5.1.10.4 (22.01.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.1


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4112	Compiler: Dump configuration settings are duplicated (to fix it you need to recompile all libraries)
	BUIL-4908	Importer: Import library using signals leads to an error
	BUIL-4909	Importer: SAP RFC Importer asks for file with extension *.rfc
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4688	Builder: Display License expiration date in About dialog
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4885	Builder: Support Builder on Linux including embedded Runtime


 
Builder 5.1.10.2 (07.01.2015)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2015.1


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required Runtime
	BUIL-4887	This feature requires Runtime 2015.1.	2015.1




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4903	Importer: Import of library classes having attributes which default to Literal Integer value 0 miss the value in the import.xml
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4887	Compiler: Specify accepted http codes when performing a soap call


 
Builder 5.1.10.1 (15.12.2014)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.19


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	Required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4636	All re-compiled models using UI components need xUML Runtime 2014.19 or later.	2014.19




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4009	Builder: Cannot delete persistent state in embedded test tool
	BUIL-4881	Compiler: BPMN Subprocesses with normal termination and timeout are valid but compiler raises error on UML state machine
	BUIL-4894	Builder: UI runs on Test Service Port instead of regular SOAP Service Port
	BUIL-4897	Importer: Import of valid BPMN with gateway direct to the end leads to an error
	BUIL-4898	Builder: Deployment does not re-query user/pw when the previous login was not successful
	BUIL-4899	Compiler: Global SAP settings not generated if there's no RFC Adapter / RFC Service in model
	BUIL-4900	User Interface: can not get text or index from a combo-box
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4636	Builder: UI DateTime Field should also support time


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.9
 
Builder 5.1.9.10 (26.11.2014)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.18


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4863	Importer: Missing message with BPMN importer
	BUIL-4870	BPMN: end event function(s) not called
	BUIL-4883	Builder: Importing multi-lane BPMN leads to packages with same name
	BUIL-4891	Builder: After restarting embedded server, custom location gets overwritten each time
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4857	Builder: Provide only one menu entry for WSDL import


 
Builder 5.1.9.9 (2014/11/18)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.18


	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4857	Builder: Provide only one menu entry for WSDL import


 
Builder 5.1.9.8 (2014/10/29)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.17


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the xUML E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4877	2014.17 with SAPNW	2014.17 and SAP NetWeaver




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4869	Compiler: Adapter Templates: Incorrect array element parameters with SOAP 1.2
	BUIL-4875	Importer: Library Import fails due having parameters of base types
	BUIL-4877	Builder: Cannot start service because sap component is missing
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4860	Installer: Deliver perspective "E2E Modeler" together with the Builder


 
Builder 5.1.9.5 (2014/09/08)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.16


Windows XP not supported anymore
Starting from Runtime version 2014.16, Windows XP is not supported anymore. xUML services will not start-up on XP platforms due to technical implications.
Please find the list of all supported operating systems on Installing the E2E Bridge.


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4843	Compiler: generated XSD for Services with type 'int' for Integer instead of 'integer'
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4852	Builder: Show warning if MD java version and runtime does not match
	BUIL-4856	JavaAddOn: Provide a possibility to access bridge log from xslt scripts


 
Builder 5.1.9.4 (2014/09/02)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.15


	New Feature	Description	Internal
	BUIL-4847	Compiler: Setting the SAP padding	



 
Builder 5.1.9.3 (2014/08/29)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.15


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4847	Setting the SAP padding	2014.15
	BUIL-4836	Builder: Support configurable SOAP encoding prefix/namespace	2014.15




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4836	Builder: Support configurable SOAP encoding prefix/namespace
	BUIL-4837	Script Editor: Suggestion list on guard does not work properly
	BUIL-4841	Compiler: Constructor parameter is empty
	BUIL-4850	Wizard: TaggedValues in Wizards are unsorted
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4847	Compiler: Setting the SAP padding


 
Builder 5.1.9.2 (2014/08/12)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.14


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4837	Script Editor: Suggestion list on guard does not work properly
	BUIL-4840	Use dependency not listed in suggestion list
	BUIL-4842	Compiler: NullPointerException when trying to view details of PS-Object


 
Builder 5.1.9.1 (2014/07/18)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.14


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4784	Wizard: Action Wizard for FileSystemAdapter displays modes on wrong action
	BUIL-4831	Wizard: Port not set after component wizard


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.8
 
Builder 5.1.8.137 (2014/07/15)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.13


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4786	Importer: Flat File importer leads to corrupted elements in model.


 
Builder 5.1.8.136 (2014/07/09)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.12


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4728	Compiler: Throw error if setting is used in UI controller
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4176	Compiler: Respond with SOAP 1.2 from services
	BUIL-4177	Compiler: Write SOAP 1.2 compliant WSDL file


 
Builder 5.1.8.135 (2014/07/08)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4825	Wizard: FlatFileDefinition importer hangs


 
Builder 5.1.8.134 (2014/06/30)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4163	Builder: .e2eBuilder folder in user directory makes navigation impossible
	BUIL-4781	Compiler: XPath Exception when compile attached model
	BUIL-4802	Importer: Charset field is too narrow
	BUIL-4824	Builder: JavaScript resources are not deployed and loaded because extension is ignored
	BUIL-4826	Importer: SAP classes from Base Components are created as new classes by WSDL importer
	BUIL-4827	User Interface: UI Import Not Working
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4779	Wizard: Allow to create duplicate Aliases with Components Wizard
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4815	JavaAddOn: Add base64 tools to JavaAddOn classpath


 
Builder 5.1.8.133 (2014/05/31)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4812	Builder: Deployment view in compiler window does not show models anymore


 
Builder 5.1.8.132 (2014/05/27)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.11


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4810	Importer: WSDL import with test model throws NullPointerException


 
Builder 5.1.8.131 (2014/05/23)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.9


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4806	Builder: Wrong host name in WSDL, if external proxy host is used
	BUIL-4809	Compiler: Compiler Error on hidden object flow input on mapping adapter
	BUIL-4796	SAP HierarchyLevel is wrong after import


 
Builder 5.1.8.130 (2014/05/21)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.9


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4807	Compiler: E2ESoapService can not be activated in Console


 
Builder 5.1.8.129 (2014/05/19)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.9


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4794	Importer: Library Importer creates invalid SQL alias
	BUIL-4801	Compiler: FlatFile parser does not parse German Umlaut correctly from IDOC file due to confusing encoding specification
	BUIL-4804	Wizard: Action Wizard uses deprecated tagged value 'signal' for PersistentStateSignalAction


 
Builder 5.1.8.128 (2014/05/06)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.9


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4784	Wizard: Action Wizard for FileSystemAdapter displays modes on wrong action
	BUIL-4789	Wizard: Action wizard: Filesystem mode tag value only applies to action append
	BUIL-4790	Builder: Cannot import XSLT Archive
	BUIL-4792	Builder: Missing type in parameter of IDOC_INBOUND_ASYNCHRONOUS _NEW
	BUIL-4796	Importer: SAP HierarchyLevel is wrong after import
	BUIL-4797	Compiler: No error if array of the wrong type is given as output to the IDOC composer
	BUIL-4967	JMS: Dynamic properties may be incorrect when "jmsConnectionFactory" is set on JMS client's *.jar
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4798	Builder: EDI_DC40 shall also be a fix length FlatFileRecord and have external length defined on each attribute


 
Builder 5.1.8.127 (2014/04/22)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.8


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4791	Builder: JMSAddOn does not create new connection if JMSConnectionInfo is dynamicly changed
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4780	Builder: Support arrays of DC40 and DD40 records for SAP IDoc parsers and composers


 
Builder 5.1.8.126 (2014/04/16)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.8


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4788	JavaAddOn: ConnectionInfo properties are not set in non-JNDI connections


 
Builder 5.1.8.125 (2014/04/14)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.8


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4785	Compiler: Java-Import: Problems when using operations with different signatures but equal names
	BUIL-4787	Importer: Java Importer does not import classes anymore


 
Builder 5.1.8.124 (2014/04/10)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4783	Builder: Cannot open E2E Builder project


 
Builder 5.1.8.123 (2014/04/10)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4782	JavaAddOn: JMS Adapter without JNDI can not open connection


 
Builder 5.1.8.121 (2014/04/02)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4777	Builder: Orphaned Proxy jmsConnectionFactory in E2E Bridge Base


 
Builder 5.1.8.120 (2014/03/31)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4768	Builder: Boolean Value Pin doesnt accept false
	BUIL-4775	Wizard: Enable new Component Wizard for using JMS without JNDI


 
Builder 5.1.8.119 (2014/03/27)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4773	Importer: If importing wsdl with 'One UML module per namespace' the alias question appears for every module
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4774	JavaAddOn: Set the default of reuse of an XSLT script to false


 
Builder 5.1.8.118 (2014/03/25)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4772	JavaAddOn: Paralell execution of XSLT scripts overrides parameter


 
Builder 5.1.8.117 (2014/03/21)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.6


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4769	Compiler: Compiler NullPointerException if imported WSDL has parameters named 'Template'
	BUIL-4771	JavaAddOn: Can not start JMS service without JNDI configuration


 
Builder 5.1.8.113 (2014/03/07)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.4


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4746	Compiler: Compiler error when using library and backend aliases in the same model
	BUIL-4757	Builder: Create alias dialog makes no sense for lib import
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4595	Compiler: Direct access to HashMap elements through memory adapter
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-2765	Script Editor: Show a ruler in head of Action Script Editor
	BUIL-4720	Compiler: Allow to serve static data with HTTP Service


 
Builder 5.1.8.112 (2014/02/28)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.4


	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4489	Interactive Debugger: Asynchronously debugging more than one ps object at the same time
	BUIL-4748	Compiler: IgnoreHTTPErrors flag for URL Adapter


 
Builder 5.1.8.111 (2014/02/20)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4487	Interactive Debugger: Upon creating a test case, the new test case is not focused
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4493	Interactive Debugger: Upon re-run in interactive debugger, asynchronous tracing is disabled
	BUIL-4646	Script Editor: Auto-Complete for log statement
	BUIL-4654	Importer: Allow loading dump file from url


 
Builder 5.1.8.110 (2014/02/05)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2014.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4680	Builder: set namespaces "ignored" when generating WSDL (wsdlPerSerivce=true)
	BUIL-4721	Compiler: Duplicate entries in VirtualMachine element of AddOns/Java/base.tab when using UML libraries
	BUIL-4723	BPMN: Import of BPMN generates PstateDiagram with overlapping states
	BUIL-4725	Importer: BPMN Import of timer start events leads to lost element
	BUIL-4727	Wizard: New Component Wizard: Many tagged values not set after the diagram is drawn


 
Builder 5.1.8.109 (2014/01/21)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4705	Compiler: Identically named aliases in library and consuming model: use tagged values from consuming model
	BUIL-4711	Compiler: UI compile error: template error


 
Builder 5.1.8.108 (2014/01/20)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4713	Interactive Debugger: Cannot add breakpoints in external modules
	BUIL-4714	Importer: WSDL: RPC/SOAP Import: soapenc types are not kept but mapped to Bridge types
	BUIL-4715	JavaAddOn: Random number of milliseconds is added to dates when using Java Adapter
	BUIL-4716	JavaAddOn: Incorrect dates are passed to Java when using Java Adapter - time zones are not correctly handled
	BUIL-4719	Builder: Cannot open Edit Components Wizard with sapRFClient Example
	Task	Description
	BUIL-4717	Importer: Importer does not generate selected attribute at combo box


 
Builder 5.1.8.107 (2014/01/09)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4687	Builder: MD 17.0.5: Cannot create new composite
	BUIL-4697	Builder: Sequence error at compile of imported BPMN
	BUIL-4700	Importer: Reimport of a changed BPMN-Model into an existing model gets completely ignored
	BUIL-4702	Compiler: Scheduler test interface is not correctly written if the component diagram is separated from its implementation
	BUIL-4704	Builder: Problems when calling doc/lit ws operations with parameters containing attributes of complex type
	BUIL-4707	Placehoder ALIAS_VirtualMachine_ClassPath missing in repository


 
Builder 5.1.8.106 (2013/12/11)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4684	Importer: BPMN Importer must not allow border events for service tasks
	BUIL-4685	Builder: Embedded test cases are not created for a BPMN service
	BUIL-4691	Builder: Attached model starts up, but throws null pointer exception
	BUIL-4692	Compiler: Separating new component diagram from implementation: exception if implementation contains an UI
	BUIL-4693	Builder: If component diagram is separated from its implementation, JS resources attached to the UI repository are not imported anymore


 
Builder 5.1.8.105 (2013/11/27)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.5


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3889	Service with JMS listeners does not stop and needs to be killed
	BUIL-4082	Interactive Debugger: Interactive Debugger Problems during education
	BUIL-4444	Builder: No message shown if .e2eBuilder is corrupt
	BUIL-4607	Interactive Debugger: Exception when trying to run model embedded
	BUIL-4650	Builder: UI-Table, initial sort order does not work
	BUIL-4676	User Interface: File upload path is wrong when using isConsoleUI and proxy path
	BUIL-4678	Importer: Nothing happens if trying to import a Java class without a package
	BUIL-4681	Builder: Libraries: empty package for persistent state objects
	BUIL-4477	No busy cursor or progress bar when creating / opening a project


 
Builder 5.1.8.104 (2013/11/13)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.4


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4590	Compiler: Exception caught during build when compiling library
	BUIL-4596	Compiler: BPMN in Library does not provide BPMN-svg into using service
	BUIL-4640	JavaAddOn: Imported JavaClass with StringBuffer field does not compile
	BUIL-4667	Compiler: WSDL generator: wsdlPerService = true: not all transitive dependencies are generated


 
Builder 5.1.8.103 (2013/11/06)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.4


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4564	Importer: After UI-prototype import a warning complains that save was not successful
	BUIL-4670	Builder: Tabfile merger does not merge AddOns/base.tab


 
Builder 5.1.8.102 (2013/11/04)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.4


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4671	Wizard: New component wizard is broken
	BUIL-4616	SOAP Alias not recognized in Component Wizard
	BUIL-4582	Importing an XSD, the importer asks which alias should be created


 
Builder 5.1.8.101 (2013/10/25)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.4


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4621	Interactive Debugger: Running a model with proxy embedded, test location points to proxy location and test fails
	BUIL-4625	Compiler: Compiler does not complain wrong reduce statement
	BUIL-4628	Compiler: XSLT adapter: Write warning if xsltResource and xsltScript is being used: xsltScript is deprecated.
	BUIL-4638	Compiler: Cannot navigate to compiler error element in containment tree
	BUIL-4644	Compiler: callOnlyIfParametersExist tagged value on empty mapping script ignored
	BUIL-4653	Script Editor: String usage dependency for arrays of strings is not implicitly created
	BUIL-4655	Compiler: Add the possibility to use variable in Db Type
	BUIL-4668	Builder: When drag and drop a function with "E2EArrayParameter" stereotype the "E2EArray" stereotype is added


 
Builder 5.1.8.100 (2013/10/07)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4618	Compiler: Exception during build - No Frontend Defined
	BUIL-4619	Wizard: New Component Wizard: Get Nullpointer when adding porttype to SOAP-service
	BUIL-4627	Builder: MD bundle must be restarted to find license file


 
Builder 5.1.8.99 (2013/10/02)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4622	Installer: Orphaned Proxies in QuickStartExample


 
Builder 5.1.8.98 (2013/09/29)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.2


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4547	Interactive Debugger: Stepping out of a sub activity, no action is highlighted anymore	2013.2




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4547	Interactive Debugger: Stepping out of a sub activity, no action is highlighted anymore
	BUIL-4578	Importer: Import XSD from file on unc path: includes cannot be resolved
	BUIL-4610	Builder: If UI is defined in a module, the generated resources are not put into htdocs
	BUIL-4612	Wizard: Components Wizard: Window labels wrong


 
Builder 5.1.8.97 (2013/09/23)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4612	Wizard: Components Wizard: Window labels wrong
	BUIL-4614	Importer: UI importer broken


 
Builder 5.1.8.96 (2013/09/20)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4549	Builder: JVM arguments appear twice in bridgeserver.log
	BUIL-4565	Importer: After re-import of UI into an existing model, the UI-Controller state machine is broken
	BUIL-4569	Compiler: Compiler does not complain missing library resource in new component
	BUIL-4591	Compiler: E2E Soap Service cannot be called from Soap UI
	BUIL-4608	Compiler: Generated XSD is invalid if UML attribute is read-only
	BUIL-4609	Importer: Import E2E Library: importing the RFC_WSDL_Generator library results in corrupt model


 
Builder 5.1.8.95 (2013/09/13)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.1


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4597	Deployment of repositories containing umlauts throws Xerces exception	2013.1




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4597	Deployment of repositories containing umlauts throws xerces exception
	BUIL-4598	Compiler: WSDL for shadow ports not retrievable from Console
	BUIL-4600	Compiler: XSD cannot be retrieved via Console
	BUIL-4601	SQL Adapter Connection from library not labelled accordingly (NOTE: SQL credentials have to be re-entered in the Console settings!)
	BUIL-4602	Compiler: Generated WSDL imports XSD Packages it shouldn't
	BUIL-4603	Importer: Importer should not write the full path for used modules


 
Builder 5.1.8.94 (2013/09/07)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 2013.1


Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4478	This feature requires xUML Runtime 2013.1	2013.1
	BUIL-4537	If basic auth is now set to None, xUML Runtimes older than 2013.1 won't start anymore. Workaround: delete tagged value	2013.1
	BUIL-4560	This feature requires xUML Runtime 2013.1.	2013.1




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4554	Script Editor: Action Script Editor does not recognize class context for activities within BPMN-persistent state class
	BUIL-4581	Compiler: JMS Listener: shadow ports are not generated
	BUIL-4586	NoClassDefFoundError when using JMS in libraries with simplified deployment diagrams
	BUIL-4589	Compiler: Compiler does not find shadow services if they are not nested in the E2EComposite
	BUIL-4592	Compiler: Generated literal XSD is corrupt if there are <<XMLAttribute>> properties of type Any


 
Builder 5.1.8.93 (2013/08/27)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4576	JavaAddOn: Create escaped file URL if using binding file for JMS JNDI connection


 
Builder 5.1.8.92 (2013/08/21)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4314	Importer: BPMN importer validation error: funny error dialog
	BUIL-4496	User Interface: Cannot assign button as event to ui transition
	BUIL-4498	Wizard: Component Diagram layout corrupted after manual editing and then using wizard
	BUIL-4514	Compiler: Prevent deployment of service with empty control port
	BUIL-4515	Compiler: Prevent service names containing spaces
	BUIL-4548	Compiler: JMS AcknowledgeMode: set to "Transacted" in model leads to value "Auto" in console
	BUIL-4550	BPMN: New Component Wizard: Can not add testable class from BPMN import to SOAP service
	BUIL-4555	Compiler: Can not use alias imported from wsdl
	BUIL-4559	User Interface: http-upload path should be relative if we want to use both embeded and not
	BUIL-4563	Nullpointer exception when deleting a parameter
	BUIL-4564	Importer: After UI-prototype import a warning complains that save was not successful
	BUIL-4567	Compiler: <<PersistentStateSignalAction>> has tagged value signal that is not being used (Note: removal results in orphaned proxy)
	BUIL-4568	BPMN: BPMNLoanApprovalServices.xml: Compensation state machines result in compiler exception


 
Builder 5.1.8.91 (2013/08/14)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4473	Importer: Import E2E Service - New Component Wizard does not detect this backend
	BUIL-4494	Interactive Debugger: Saving a logfile in embedded debugger, suggested file name is transaction_2013-07-23.log.log
	BUIL-4506	Wizard: New Edit Library Diagram button on old library diagram
	BUIL-4530	Wizard: Can not define JMS Destination Interfaces (old component wizard)
	BUIL-4535	Wizard: Do not get Xalan2 XSLT-processor (Old Wizard)
	BUIL-4544	Compiler: FOP Adapter: error when using the XMLRenderer
	BUIL-4545	Wizard: Action Wizard: Cannot define X12 adapter without defining the alias
	BUIL-4546	MagicDraw About dialog shows wrong Builder version
	BUIL-4551	Interactive Debugger: Starting model with JMS embedded does not work


 
Builder 5.1.8.90 (2013/08/08)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4513	Wizard: Action Wizard: PStateSignalAction: Signal is missing in properties section
	BUIL-4524	Project handling issues on new from example
	BUIL-4525	Example handling issues
	BUIL-4528	Typo in installation dialog of Quick Start example


 
Builder 5.1.8.88 (2013/08/02)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.3


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-2742	Wizard: Action Wizard for JMS Adapter
	BUIL-4021	Wizard: Can't add Backend in Edit Component Wizard
	BUIL-4029	Importer: WSDL importer generates non-compiling test activities
	BUIL-4386	Importer: Nullpointer exception after unsuccessful import of WSDL
	BUIL-4414	Wrong E2E Builder version number in About dialog of MagicDraw
	BUIL-4437	Internal MD Exception when working with BPMN
	BUIL-4503	Interactive Debugger: If nesting level is exceeded, error null is shown
	BUIL-4518	Interactive debugger stops at breakpoint but doesn't open activity diagram
	BUIL-4507	Interactive Debugger: Clear Debug View Watches/Script and Callstack
	BUIL-4521	Compiler: Exception during compile if library does not contains asynchronous trace infornations


 
Builder 5.1.8.87 (2013/07/24)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4485	Interactive Debugger: Duplicate testcase in interactive debugger results in error message
	BUIL-4497	Compiler: Compiler error: duplicate entry


 
Builder 5.1.8.86 (2013/07/22)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4222	Script Editor: Creation of a using reference works only for 1 class
	BUIL-4409	Wizard: Cannot edit alias as it is in import file
	BUIL-4440	In alias of imported WSDL host, port number and path are missing
	BUIL-4452	Wizard: New component diagram: two schedulers in one scheduler service result in compiler error
	BUIL-4453	Wizard: Each time calling the new components wizard the composite is drawn further down the diagram
	BUIL-4457	Compiler: getHandles with Order has no effect
	BUIL-4469	JavaAddOn: javax.jms.IllegalStateException when sending JMS message
	BUIL-4472	Wrong warning when importing WSDL file of having two classes with the same name
	BUIL-4483	Exception during build when updating and re-importing a library


 
Builder 5.1.8.85 (2013/07/17)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4439	Wizard: Lables are missing for missing name problem
	BUIL-4440	In alias of imported WSDL host, port number and path are missing
	BUIL-4441	Components Wizard: Window labels wrong
	BUIL-4442	Imported BPMN diagram not displayed correctly
	BUIL-4447	In WSDL, do not mention properties for referenced elements
	BUIL-4450	Compiler: SimpleMapping: mapEqualNames() does not work in mapping rules
	BUIL-4451	Wizard: Action wizard generates pins with stereotype E2EArrayParameter instead of E2EArray
	BUIL-4458	Compiler: Remove curl option value "Existence" from SSL Verify Host
	BUIL-4461	Internal MD Exception
	BUIL-4462	Compiler: Compiler error when random() operation is used with literals
	BUIL-4463	Internal MD Exception when trying to open ActionScript
	BUIL-4464	Compiler: Missing error message for PSFLOWNS01
	BUIL-4465	Importer: WSDL import: Top level WSDL file is not imported into the newly generated model
	BUIL-4466	Wizard: Cannot add soap service using wizard


 
Builder 5.1.8.84 (2013/07/09)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4159	Importer: WSDL Importer: New Component Aliases are created but the SOAP Adapter points to the old Alias artifacts.
	BUIL-4390	Wizard: Edit component diagram -> add soap services to existing service doesn't work
	BUIL-4430	Window title not correct in E2E Action Wizard
	BUIL-4431	Compiler: BPMN Importer generates 0 instead of 1 for a BPMN duration which cannot being parsed
	BUIL-4433	Cannot create new alias from E2E Action Wizard
	BUIL-4434	Compiler: BPMN Importer: if time duration expressions are valid but don't contain any ',', they were not correctly parsed. E.g. 120 days
	BUIL-4435	Importer: Import Schema leads to endless loop
	BUIL-4438	Compiler: New component diagram: proxy host is always localhost


 
Builder 5.1.8.83 (2013/07/05)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.92.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4159	Importer: WSDL Importer: New Component Aliases are created but the SOAP Adapter point to the old Alias artifacts.
	BUIL-4347	new component diagram jvm options not deployed
	BUIL-4423	Compiler: Constructor does not work for "create local testType() using typeOf(self.testType);"
	BUIL-4424	Compiler: Value missing in BPMN validator error message
	BUIL-4428	Importer: Missing Edifact Resources


 
Builder 5.1.8.82 (2013/06/25)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.91.1


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4319	Script Editor: Code completion in Action Script Editor assumes generic type
	BUIL-4371	Activity diagram: Parameter stereotypes and tagged values are not taken over to generated pins of a call operation action
	BUIL-4380	Compiler: The 5.1 UI example uiDivElements doesn't compile anymore
	BUIL-4413	Compiler: WSDL file is not correct if PS classes are used as SOAP RPC operation parameters and if their namespace is not set (depends on ANA-1044)
	BUIL-4449	JavaAddOn extremly slow due to frequent garbage collector calls


 
Builder 5.1.8.81 (2013/05/30)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version:  5.1.91.0 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4396	Wizard: Wizard does not display all fields on SOAP dependency dialog, no scrollbar displayed


 
Builder 5.1.8.80 (2013/05/23)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version:  5.1.91.0 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4393	Importer: Creates corrupt XMI model


 
Builder 5.1.8.79 (2013/05/22)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version:  5.1.91.0 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4384	Builder: DocStyle Service generates a WSDL which is not complete
	BUIL-4389	Wizard: Can not add old component diagram


 
Builder 5.1.8.78 (2013/05/17)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version:  5.1.90.0 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4336	Compiler: File not found during compile
	BUIL-4361	JavaAddOn: JMS Exception JMSCC0020


 
Builder 5.1.8.77 (2013/05/16)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version:  5.1.90.0 


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4092	Installer: Uninstaller does not start
	BUIL-4320	Script Editor: Code completion for local complex type takes ages
	BUIL-4337	Importer: Compiler generates WSDL file that tries to import different namespaces from the same location
	BUIL-4339	Script Editor: Code completion for local variables having conditions does not work
	BUIL-4340	Builder: JavaScript resource is deployed but not loadend into the UI model
	BUIL-4345	Compiler: Unknown service stereotype(s) 'E2EStartupShutdownService' detected.
	BUIL-4349	Compiler: Unexpected Source Type in on_task_begin
	BUIL-4353	Builder: Builder says that match() operation returns a String...
	BUIL-4354	Compiler: If there is more than one equal named port in two different services, the WSDL path always to the service containing the first port
	BUIL-4380	Compiler: The 5.1 UI example uiDivElements doesn't compile anymore
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4363	Compiler: Allow to put E2EObserverService and E2EObserver in two different modules
	BUIL-4365	Compiler: Allow to put E2ESchedulerService and E2EScheduler in two different modules
	BUIL-4366	Compiler: Allow to put E2EHTTPService and E2EHTTPPort in two different modules


	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4326	Builder: Ignore containment tree structure when creating soap url and namespaces for port types and testable classes
	BUIL-4360	Builder: Labels for old an new Components Wizard


 
Builder 5.1.8.76 (2013/04/26)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4332	Builder: Response is not shown when running testcase embedded
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4331	Compiler: Typo in error message


 
Builder 5.1.8.75 (2013/04/26)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4294	JavaAddOn: ThreadDeath Exception during Shutdown of service using JMS listener
	BUIL-4310	Compiler: Error in template generation for mocking backends
	BUIL-4325	Compiler: Exception during build if action wizard created array pin without stereotype
	BUIL-4327	Wizard: Old Library Wizard broken
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4328	Compiler: Do not export E2ETestable stereotypes from libraries (they should be private to the lib implementation)
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4293	Installer: Offer plug-In with 64-bit runtime version
	BUIL-4316	Builder: Allow creating a component diagram without services / backends


 
Builder 5.1.8.74 (2013/04/23)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4323	JavaAddOn: Cannot run Java Examples embedded


 
Builder 5.1.8.73 (2013/04/22)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4311	Builder: New E2E Model in MD16.9 contains MD 17 elements
	BUIL-4313	Wizard: Edit Component Wizard fails at finish
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4307	Builder: Add Edifact meta data for 2008A/B, 2009A/B, 2010A/B
	BUIL-4308	Builder: Add X12 meta data 5050, 6010, 6020


 
Builder 5.1.8.72 (2013/04/19)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.2


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4300	Builder: Type STC is wrong X12 schema files
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4074 	Builder: Introduce sub-tab in the Run view showing Error Log, Startup Log, Transaction Log, WSDL Tabs


 
Builder 5.1.8.71 (2013/04/17)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.1


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3562	Interactive Debugger: Interactive debugger does not stop on call operation action
	BUIL-4107	Builder: Service cannot be stopped in Embedded xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4146	Builder: javaBlobs Example throws a Java Exception
	BUIL-4301	Compiler: JavaAddOn must not rewrite InputStream (Blob) input
	BUIL-4304	Importer: Library import loses attribute order if attributes have a stereotype. This leads to runtime errors, because the compile could not map item indices to attribute names correctly.
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4297	Compiler: Transaction log entries contain funny numbers for state transitions


 
Builder 5.1.8.70 (2013/04/12)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4306 	Compiler: Compiler must create unique database connection options
DB settings must be entered again.




	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4215 	Compiler: Self-Object not shown as output in trace and response


 
Builder 5.1.8.69 (2013/04/03)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4155	Compiler: Version tag in console shows misleading compiler version
	BUIL-4169	Importer: Generated testmodel from WSDL-Import has not set Array-Elements for pins
	BUIL-4200	Compiler: Library Artifacts: JMS aliases attached to dependencies starting at JMS client deployments are not found
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4102 	Importer: E2E Library importer: support nested classes


 
Builder 5.1.8.68 (2013/04/03)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.88.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4202	Importer: Import of XSD enumerations is broken. The tagged value enumeration is empty.
	BUIL-4224	Importer: Importing a js and a css resource with the same name leads to compiler error
	BUIL-4284	Compiler: Compiler must create unique database connection options
	BUIL-4285	Compiler: WSDL: Incorrect error messages if XML attribute references are used in SOAP service messages.
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4283 	Compiler: Duplicated Reference - Improve Error Message
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4194 	Installer: Remove static documentation from installer and add readme.txt


 
Builder 5.1.8.67 (2013/03/26)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.87.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4279	Compiler: The compiler warning BEGLVAWF01 does not contain the correct file name if one the files defining a type twice is the file being currently compiled
	BUIL-4280	Wizard: Component Wizard doesn't allow to add Java Port in a Java Service Artifact


 
Builder 5.1.8.66 (2013/03/20)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.87.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3931	Builder: Too many successful reconnects
	BUIL-3948	Builder: Timestamps in Compiler Messages window are updated constantly
	BUIL-4012	JavaAddOn: Bridge Service remains in status shutdown upon stop
	BUIL-4189	Compiler: Missing labels on composite error dialog
	BUIL-4217	Builder: Nullpointer exception when changing log level and clicking apply in embedded test tool
	BUIL-4272	Builder: Simple dynamic send receive example throws java exception at send
	BUIL-4273	Builder: Opening transaction log in embedded test tool causes MagicDraw exception and freeze
	BUIL-4274	Importer: Null-pointer Exception when importing WSDL-file from RFC


 
Builder 5.1.8.65 (2013/03/18)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.87.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4234	Compiler: The compiler error is confusing, if different classes have the same name and UML namespace
	BUIL-4261	Builder: URL-link to download WSDL from E2E console does not work (Note: all imported libraries have to be re-compiled and re-imported)
	BUIL-4263	Compiler: Simplified Component Diagram: External ps db can be defined but model does not start
	BUIL-4267	Wizard: ClassCastException when clicking Next on old ComponentWizard


 
Builder 5.1.8.64 (2013/03/15)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.86.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4254	Builder: Importing resources leads to MD error
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4256	Compiler: Persistent State: If a state has connection points, it must have a sub-machine. If not, we got strange errors. Improved the error message.
	BUIL-4257	Compiler: Persistent State: It is not checked whether sub-machine entry points have corresponding connection points in the calling state.


 
Builder 5.1.8.63 (2013/03/14)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.86.0


	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4244	JavaAddOn: Nullpointer Exception if JMSStringMessage is sent with message not set
	BUIL-4253	Compiler: Model with old JMSJarfile does not compile
	BUIL-4251
	Compiler: New Components Wizard: Builder demands SOAP port type for JMS client
	BUIL-4241
	Compiler: Binding in UI from Service to Controller binds only one Value if two use the same source value
	BUIL-4254	Importing resources leads to MD error


Builder 5.1.8.61 (2013/03/06)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.85.2

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4204	If the SOAP service tagged values 'timezone' and 'dateFormatString' shall work, xUML Runtime 5.1.85.1 or later is required. Older Runtimes just ignore these values if they are set.	5.1.85.2




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4234	Compiler: The compiler error is confusing, if different classes have the same name and UML namespace
	BUIL-4223	 Compiler: Adding two js script files as file resources corrupts e2e.configuration.js 
	BUIL-4228	 Compiler: Trace does not distinguish between different select-statements (select first | last | distinct ...). So the analyzer cannot depict them correctly. 
	BUIL-4230	 Compiler: Dashboard: BPMN is not shown when using executable pools 
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4235	Interactive Debugger: Show message if remote debugging "attach" fails
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4204	 Compiler: Introduce tagged values dateFormatString and timezone for SOAP frontend 
	BUIL-4229	 Script Editor: Add JS editor for <<JavaScriptAdapter>> 


Builder 5.1.8.59
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.85.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4210	BPMN: TimeBoundary must have a name
	BUIL-4212	Importer: Corrupted elements after UI prototype import because associations between actors and ignored use cases (non UI interactions) have been imported
	BUIL-4216	Compiler: The scheduler class test interface is not generated because the scheduler activity is also used to implement an operation in another class
	BUIL-4219	Importer: WSDL Import is broken


Builder 5.1.8.58
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.84.0

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4069	The model compiler writes all tagged values related to connection pooling into the repository. This happens whenever a SQL adapter is being used. Only the required xUML Runtime can read these repositories, i.e., older Runtimes won't start!	5.1.82.0
	BUIL-4196	xUML Runtimes older than 5.1.82.5 will not start if they use a SOAP Adapter.	 5.1.84.0 




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3669	Script Editor: Confusing error message if UML data types are used instead of Base Types.
	BUIL-4081	Compiler: Cannot mockup the Persistent State Signal Action
	BUIL-4120	Importer: BPMN Importer does not draw exit event in root state machine
	BUIL-4178	Compiler: FlatFile adapter: cyclic dependencies among flat file classes result in an infinite loop in the compiler
	BUIL-4182	Compiler: Thread Example cannot be compiled
	BUIL-4193	Wizard: MagicDraw exception when calling Action Wizard on Zip adapter action
	BUIL-4199	Script Editor: ASE code completion not working with local string array
	BUIL-4207	Compiler: Warning "The button does not trigger any transition. It is disabled.". This warning is confusing having more than one controller because it does not tell by which controller it is caused.
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4069	Compiler: Refactor connection pooling tagged values
	BUIL-4164	Importer: BPMN: replace all process imports by "BPMN 2.0"
	BUIL-4196	Builder: Introduce a flag to enforce the same service interface as before fixing BUIL-4170
	BUIL-4197	Compiler: New Component Diagram: introduce new resource tagged values for FileSystem-, XSLT, and FOP adapter to refer directly to imported resources instead of using indirections such as aliases or XSLT interface classes
	BUIL-4205	Builder: Remove <<E2EParameter>> and <<E2EArrayParameter>> as selections from "new parameter" and context menues
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3920	Script Editor: Add string functions to global functions so they are available for literals


Builder 5.1.8.57
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.82.2

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4170	In order to use this feature, required xUML Runtime is needed.	5.1.82.2




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4167	Compiler: Security Model: User not passed through to the Runtime (applies only to the new component diagram)
	BUIL-4173	User Interface: The tag 'serviceCallByScript' is ignored if set on <<UIGuardedTransition>> transitions
	BUIL-4175	User Interface: Inner <<UIJavaScript>> classes are not correctly initialized if parent has no method and no attributes
	BUIL-4179	JMS Re-Initialisation upon LDAP Connection Factory disruption
	BUIL-4170
	SOAP-Adapter does not support simple derived types
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4172	User Interface: The error message "The servcie call '...' can neither bind the input attribute '...' from the template '...' nor from the controller" doesn't point to the transition using the service. This might be very confusing.


Builder 5.1.8.56
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.81.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4157	Builder: Adding Basic Authentication leads to corrupt request
	BUIL-4166	BPMN: BPMN importer writes wrong log messages
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3522	Importer: Import SOAP 1.2 WSDL Files
	BUIL-4160	Compiler: Support SOAP 1.2 for doc/literal requests.


Builder 5.1.8.55 
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.81.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4131	Builder: No error messages and null pointer exception if max rpc nesting level for testcases is reached
	BUIL-4142	Compiler: WSDL: Non unique attribute references result in an incorrect error message (instead of a readable warning)
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4141	Builder: Texts for max nesting level feature


Builder 5.1.8.54
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.81.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4121	Compiler: Wording correction in dump configuration
	BUIL-4124	JavaAddOn: JavaAddOn does not support byte,short and long field types
	BUIL-4129	Builder: Internal Repository Errors - SOAP attachment
	BUIL-4130	User Interface: Controller state don't load the css file
	BUIL-4136	Importer: When importing RFC/soap WSDLs we have to set the xmlNamespace otherwise we might get name conflicts when using these types in doc/literal services
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4133	Builder: Allow SOAP attachments even if the imported operations do not indicate it


Builder 5.1.8.53
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.80.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4095	User Interface: Variables not sent to embedded controller
	BUIL-4101	Wizard: Library Wizard: title is missing
	BUIL-4113	Compiler: Treat compiler error code SAOPNOTU01 as a warning instead of an error
	BUIL-4118	Importer: BPMN 2 Importer: if the bpmn definitions entry does neither have a name nor a namespace, the UML *.import.xml model has no name.
	BUIL-4119	Builder: Can not shutdown embedded service
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4099	User Interface: <controller>.custom.js is now always generated because the current logic kept confusing modelers
	BUIL-4104	User Interface: Support for controller to controller binding also UML dependencies using them in the reverse direction as we use today <<use>> dependencies


Builder 5.1.8.52 
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.80.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4093	Wizard: Label not displayed correctly on backend aliases list
	BUIL-4096	Compiler: Wrong warning: "unused input object" although input object flow is drawn


Builder 5.1.8.51
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.79.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4086	User Interface: custom.js file is not loaded using embeded controller


Builder 5.1.8.50
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.79.0

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-3952	In order to use this feature, required Runtime is needed.	5.1.79.0




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3811	Compiler: SQL Adapter commented keyword IN:: OUT::
	BUIL-4068	Compiler: Get warning codes SAOPNONS02 for all classes in models, but not all are justified
	BUIL-4078	JavaAddOn: Sending JMS messages does not appear in transaction log (IOExternal)
	BUIL-4086	User Interface: custom.js file is not loaded using embeded controller
	BUIL-4087	User Interface: Final state should hide
	BUIL-4088	Compiler: No namespace XSD is corrupt: more than one type having the same name
	BUIL-4091	Importer: Can't import java properties file
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3952	Cursor as output of stored procedure (requires Runtime 5.1.79.0)


Builder 5.1.8.49
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.78.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3949	Importer: BPMN Importer generates wrong default value when using timer boundary
	BUIL-3969	Importer: BPMN: End Event not called if after a Choice
	BUIL-4031	Importer: Receive task causes wrong Executed Tasks entries in BPMN-generated PS Object
	BUIL-4038	Importer: BPMN importer creates only public attributes allowing for easier initialization
	BUIL-4079	Compiler: Persistent State classes are not visible in the asynchronous trace if the are in a module or library (introduced with BUIL-4055 in 5.1.8.46)
	BUIL-4080	BPMN: Stereotype <<BPMNOnStartEvent>> is missing
	BUIL-4073	When starting the Embedded xUML Runtime the start.log and error.log entries are mixed up.


Builder 5.1.8.48
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.78.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4070	Compiler: Misleading error messages if <<E2ELibraryProxy>> classes have operations implemented by E2E Action Scripts


Builder 5.1.8.47
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.78.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4075	Wizard: Deployment wizard does not draw diagram for library with backend
	BUIL-4076	Wizard: Edit buttom for Library Deployment did not work


Builder 5.1.8.46
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.78.0

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	Description	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-4027	In order to use this feature, required Runtime is needed.	5.1.78.0




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4055	Compiler: No asynchronous trace information is generated for <<E2ETestable>> classes
	BUIL-4064	Interactive Debugger: Context menu of operation shows wrong menue item
	BUIL-4071	Compiler: Action script input object is not recognized as input if used in a select-from-clause resulting in errors (introduced in 5.1.8.39 by BUIL-4019)
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4027	Compiler: Add parseLocalDateTimeExpression method (requires Runtime 5.1.78.0)
	BUIL-4073	Builder: When starting the Embedded xUML Runtime the start.log and error.log entries are mixed up.


Builder 5.1.8.45
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4062	Compiler: Analyzer Action Script Editor discrepancies because of wrong repository for NULL values


Builder 5.1.8.44
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4058	Compiler: PersistentState and Testable Stereotypes not allowed on the same class (introduce in 5.1.8.43)
	BUIL-4061	Compiler: Nullpointer Exception if native type parameter is not set


Builder 5.1.8.43
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4053	Compiler: mapEqualNames(): only public attributes should be mapped to avoid invalid set statements.
	BUIL-4054	User Interface: Datatable data not correctly returned in Chrome
	BUIL-4055	Compiler: No asynchronous trace information is generated for <<E2ETestable>> classes


Builder 5.1.8.42
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4039	Importer: Import for RPC/encoded WSDL files ignores xml schema date type
	BUIL-4048	Importer: RPC/SOAP encoded WSDL files: types extending (xs:extend) simple schema types must not be mapped to Bridge Base types
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4044	Compiler: Support "append mapEqualNames(...) to ...;"
	BUIL-4045	Compiler: Make tagged values timezone, sendCorrelationID, and sendTransactionID optional.


Builder 5.1.8.41
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3925	Builder: Compiler Error: A JMS listener operation must have exactly one input parameter
	BUIL-3933	Details for compiler errors and warnings not available in message window
	BUIL-3944	mapEqualNames does not work on attributes
	BUIL-3982	Compiler: MapEqualnames ignores guard
	BUIL-4037	Importer: Library-Importer aborts due operation with a signal as parameter
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4036	Importer: BPMN Importer should inform the modeler if the SOAP port is not generated because the process does not receive any events


Builder 5.1.8.40
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.77.0

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3946	Builder: castValue not possible in an if clause
	BUIL-3990	Builder: Cannot paste or delete data for Blob request attribute (rpc)
	BUIL-4027	Compiler: Add parseLocalDateTimeExpression method to ActionScript
	BUIL-4030	Compiler: Objects having the name 'self' must not be allowed.
	Improvement	Description
	  BUIL-3974  	Importer: WSDL Importer: support MIME attachments


Builder 5.1.8.39
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3970	Java adapter: add type information to JMS objects
	BUIL-4020	Compiler: Missing input objects in Action Scripts lead not always to errors.
	BUIL-4023	Compiler: Top level elements not having any type information are not imported
	BUIL-4026	Compiler: If the name of an argument (non-target) is 'self', the compiler mistakes this input with the self context of the current activity
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-4019	Compiler: If input object types cannot be derived, the consequential errors should be suppressed
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4016	Compiler: Make map suitable for serialization
	BUIL-4017	Compiler: MIMEPart class: add contentLocation attribute (corresonds to the MIME header 'Content-Location')


Builder 5.1.8.38
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

Dependencies to Runtime
The following bugfixes and features depend on a new version of the E2E xUML Runtime. Please install the required Runtime version.
	Bug/Feature	required xUML Runtime
	BUIL-3901	5.1.75.1
	BUIL-3902	5.1.75.1




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-4007	Builder: Save not successful when having a process running (embedded)
	BUIL-4008	Builder: All messages get the same timestamp
	BUIL-4011	Importer: Null pointer exception when trying to create test models when importing WSDLs
	BUIL-4011	Merge Java classpath
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3901	Compiler: timezone and dateFormatString tagged values for SOAP adapter
	BUIL-3902	Compiler: timezone parameter for classToXML/classToXMLFragment
	BUIL-3965	Compiler: SOAP Adapter: Support attachments


Builder 5.1.8.37
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-4005	Compiler: Use Saxon as default TransformerFactory if not defined in ComponentDiagram


Builder 5.1.8.36
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3993	Builder: Importing E2E Bridge SOAP encoded services with built-in classes creates local duplicates
	BUIL-3996	Builder: Namespace of internal SAP packages has been the same as the SOAP package namespace
	BUIL-3999	User Interface: If a JS operation called on an initial transition has input parameters such as 'event' no compiler error occurs but a Runtime exception is thrown by the browser.
	BUIL-3997	User Interface: JS keywords (function, object, new, ...) are not escaped if used as controller attributes


Builder 5.1.8.35
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3962	User Interface: File Upload: if the UI is embedded in the Console, the file upload http url is wrong because it is not relative
	BUIL-3973	Importer: WSDL Importer: SOAP operation binding style = 'rpc', message part encoding = 'literal': if SOAP encoding is imported and a type derives from soapenc:Array, we get an error
	BUIL-3978	Importer: XSD importer dicards xs:date if corresponding element extend a date type.
	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-3936	User Interface: Add e2e theme
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3937	Importer: WSDL Import: Support rpc-literal encoded WSDL files


Builder 5.1.8.34
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	Improvement	Description
	BUIL-3979	Builder: Adapt about dialog to new version numbers and add bridge version


Builder 5.1.8.33
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3067	Importer: Error after using plugin installer in Windows 7
	BUIL-3942	Installer: PlugIn Installer hangs when starting without Admin rights


Builder 5.1.8.32
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.75.1

Dependencies to Runtime
New compiled Services containing a JavaAdapter needs the new Runtime




	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3947	Compiler: CastValue does not handle generalization without <<E2EValueGeneralization>>
	BUIL-3954	Compiler: Array indexing has no effect in ActionScript (introduced in 5.1.8.23 (2012/09/21) by bug fix BUIL-3880)
	BUIL-3962	User Interface: File Upload: if the UI is embedded in the Console, the file upload http url is wrong because it is not relative
	BUIL-3963	Compiler: CastValue does not work for generalization hierarchies deep than one level
	BUIL-3966	Compiler: If a simple input object gets used (e.g. set x = x + 1) and afterwards reassigned (e.g. set x = 0) the compiler throws an error - which is wrong.
	BUIL-3968	Compiler: Cannot resolve input object type in local statement if the object is an iterator input
	BUIL-3941	Compiler: Adapter template names are not correct for adapters calling operations
	New Feature	Description
	BUIL-3902	Compiler: timezone parameter for classToXML/classToXMLFragment
	BUIL-3909	Interactive Debugger: Add default wild card exception, so debugger stops at first exception that occurs


Builder 5.1.8.31
	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3935	MD 17 hangs sometimes during startup or changing of projects


Builder 5.1.8.30
	Feature	Description
	BUIL-3901	Compiler: SOAP: Timezone tagged value for SOAP adapter

	BUIL-3883	Compiler: Call operations in simple mapping scripts either by using <<Use>> dependencies (static) or using the context object.
	BUIL-3923	Compiler: Introduce tagged value sendCorrelationID
	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3914	Compiler: No error message if an iteration has more than one outgoing control flow
	BUIL-3926	Compiler: Append operation with array indices does not work anymore
	BUIL-3925	Compiler: A JMS listener operation must have exactly one input parameter (you have to call clean-all after installing the new plug-in)
	BUIL-3924	Importer: WSDL: Error message for WSDL import is wrong
	BUIL-3934	Cannot create a component diagram


Builder 5.1.8.28
Please Note
	The following bugfixes require Runtime    5.1.73.3 : BUIL-3839



	Bug	Description
	MOD-91	Compiler: UI: Add process trace library to the MD model libraries (analogous to Base Components)
	BUIL-3913	Compiler: No Library backend error if backend is also used for Composite deployment
	BUIL-3836	Compiler: UI: Provide explicit paging service

	BUIL-3911	Compiler: Array accessor in local statements does not work anymore for literal indices
	BUIL-3903	Compiler: UI : Add parameters for autocomplete
	BUIL-3918	BPMN Importer: start callback is missing
	BUIL-3919	BPMN Importer: re-import with BPMN having a new start or end event cannot invoke call backs because these call backs are in the test model and not in the import model (details see here)
	Feature	Description
	BUIL-3672	BPMN Importer: Include Process Trace Library in BPMN importer

	BUIL-3922	Wizard should support input string for E2ESendSignalAction
	BUIL-3839	Show the jms destination (target queue) in Analyzer when sending JMS messages
	BUIL-3921	Remove ARIS import from menu


Builder 5.1.8.24
	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3904	Endless loop in ASE when starting a comment at line start
	BUIL-3882	Compiler:  <<E2ESimpleMappings>>: 'target' objects within guards are not correctly resolved (also the case if callOnlyIfParametersExist="true")
	BUIL-3887	Compiler: if the same type was found in two different files and this type has been used in a set statement on both sides, the statement has been ignored. This may happen if MagicDraw references a copy of a file in an "old" directory.
	BUIL-3881	Compiler: Send Signal Action Input Message: Type mismatch not reported if a target pin has been used instead of an input pin
	BUIL-3893	Compiler: Base Types::Any is not correctly mapped to WSDL parameter elements
	BUIL-3894	UI Importer creates strange message properties
	Feature	Description
	BUIL-3377	Compiler: support constructors


Builder 5.1.8.23
	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3852	MD Exception when selecting the first stored procedure in the sqlStoredProcedureExample
	BUIL-3879	Interactive debugger loops infinite to call next step after service crash
	BUIL-3784	Adding properties to JavaComponent causes Compiler error
	BUIL-3777	Import in new model ignored upon import error
	BUIL-3757	Do not save or compile upon service stop
	BUIL-3856	XSD Import: import options are confusing
	BUIL-3847	Order and content of logs in compiler messages tab
	BUIL-3818	Display license id in License Data dialog
	BUIL-3810	Action wizard does not consider already present pins
	BUIL-3853	Out of memory problem in JavaAddOn
	BUIL-3678	No effects when changin protocol to https in SOAP Service in component diagram. The tagged value has been removed. This might lead to an orphaned https or protocol proxy.
	BUIL-3892	Service with JMS exeptions remains in status shutdown upon stop


Builder 5.1.8.22
	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3868	Compiler: Increasing default for max virtual machine parallel operation
	BUIL-3872	XSD Importer: attributes without having a 'use' attribute must map to UML attributes having multiplicity of [0..1]
	BUIL-3869	Compiler: cannot determine array element using xmlToClass in apply
	BUIL-3861	BPMN Importer: Confusing error message if task is outside executable pool
	BUIL-3871	ASE: MD exception when editing Action script
	Feature	Description
	BUIL-3875	BPMN Importer: Do not require steretype <<BPMNExecutableProcess>> for processes containing executable pools

	BUIL-3876	BPMN Importer: For processes containing executable pools tasks must be put either in an executable pool or in a not-executable pool.


Builder 5.1.8 (2012/09/14)
Please Note
	   Feature BUIL-3848 requires Runtime 5.1.73



	Bug	Description
	BUIL-3814	Compiler: Persistent State: do not allow decision without guard
	BUIL-3806	Compiler: UML attribute: xmlNamespace is ignored if the its value equals the value on the class
	BUIL-3808	Compiler: If items have stereotype HTMLElement they are not displayed in a table
	BUIL-3864	Compiler: UI: Default value for onlyIfValid is not set to true - which is wrong: it must be false
	BUIL-3855	XSD Importer: top level attributes are not mapped to UML classes
	BUIL-3858	XSD Importer : include xsd name(s) into error output of xsd importer
	BUIL-3857	XSD Importer: the following expression has not been correctly interpreted if the attribute had no type: <xsd:extension>
	MISC-92	Java Adapter gets slow over the time until restart
	Feature	Description
	BUIL-3848:	Compiler: New String Operation match()


Builder 5.1.8 (2012/08/23)
Please Note
	   Bugfixe BUIL-3838 requires Runtime 5.1.72.2



	Bug	Description
	9447	ASE: No sugesstions for objects in whole model if there are attributes having no visibility

	9849	ASE: Support "select first/last/distinct", "group by"

	9954	ASE: new keyword "group" should be escaped if used as attribute
	BUIL-3815	SOAP Service: Doc/literal: overloaded operations cannot be resolved
	BUIL-3812	Compiler: rpc-enc. soap port used within doc-enc soap service: no compiler error
	BUIL-3789	Compiler: catch error behaves couterintuitively
	BUIL-3806	Compiler: UML attribute: xmlNamespace is ignored if the its value equals the value on the class
	BUIL-3821	XSD Importer: XSD attribute groups are not correctly referenced if they are not defined inline
	BUIL-3833	XSD Importer: Cannot import schemas in file mode if no-namespace XSDs are included into namespace XSDs
	BUIL-3835	Compiler: WSDL with emtpy messages of E2ETestable operations if the testable class is put into a module
	BUIL-3838	Compiler: UI: Nested UI JS classes do not work correctly
	BUIL-3837	Compiler: if the Exchange WSDL's types are used in an E2E library, the compiler runs into an endless-loop
	BUIL-3830	Compiler: Model with many local variables cannot be compiled


Builder 5.1.8 (2012/07/13)
Please Note
	   Bugfixe 9755 leads to an orphaned proxy for the removed https value. Just remove the proxy.



Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.71.7

	Bug	Description
	10131	Compiler: UI: JavaScript editor: complains about valid JS return statement.

	9755	Compiler: SOAP: No effects when changin protocol to https in SOAP Service in component diagram

	10125	Compiler: WSDL: XML without namespace in doc/lit soap port: noNamespace.xsd not found

	10115	Compiler: UI: Non-modal dialog always opens in new page.

	10111	Compiler: BPMN Importer: Raise error caught by default error handler

	10109	Compiler: setTransactionID() is not displayed in the UML trace

	10103	Compiler: WSDL: Namespace prefix "xml" results in errors

	10102	Compiler: BPMN Importer: Set default values for time variables to avoid looping

	10101	Compiler: BPMN Import: set transaction id to process id for evrey activity diagram

	10099	Compiler: Corrupt repository: Error message: "Key -1 not found in file Core/functions.tab"

	Feature	Description
	10093	Compiler: BPMN Importer: Message as input to SendSignal Action

	10089
	Compiler: BPMN Importer: Message as input to SendSignal Action



 Builder 5.1.8 (2012/07/03)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.71.5

Please Note
	   Bugfixes 10067, require Runtime 5.1.71.5 or later



	Feature	Description
	10088
	Compiler: UI: Support draw callback after a table has been drawn

	10042
	WSDL Importer: avoid separate module for base components



	Bug	Description
	10087	Compiler: UI: Accessing HTML table elements of not yet set rows leads to JavaScript exceptions

	10063	Compiler: UI: server side table pagination: new searches and sort actions must reset the pagination
	10087	Compiler: UI: Accessing HTML table elements of not yet set rows leads to JavaScript exceptions
	10068	Compiler: UI: Server Side Pagination does not work if we have more than one paginated table
	10067	Compiler: UI: Server Side Pagination: more than one service filling a paginated table does not work
	10060	Compiler: UI: Server side pagination can loop if table service call is synchronous
	10057	Compiler: UI: autocomplete widget works only with a callback function named `autocomplete`
	10052	Compiler: Scheduler: allowParallelExecution is written all the time
	10065	BPMN Import: border time events are not working anymore
	Feature	Description
	10088
	Compiler: UI: Support draw callback after a table has been drawn

	10042
	WSDL Importer: avoid separate module for base components



Builder 5.1.8 (2012/06/20)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.71.2

Please Note
	Feature 10007 requires xUML Runtime 5.1.71.2
	Bugfixes , 10050 requires xUML Runtime 5.1.71.2



	Bug	Description
	10047	ASE: SQL editor not availbale in containmenet tree anymore

	10026	Compiler: SQL Adapter mixes up array inputs
	10044	Compiler: xsd:boolean with numerical default value does not compile
	10045	Compiler: UI: date/time formatting in paged tables may lead to exceptions
	10046	Compiler: UI: edit row actions may lead to exceptions in paged tables
	10048	Compiler: UI: transitions starting on a modal dialog onto itself reset its contents
	10049	Compiler: UI: UI: Sort information is lost for server side paging
	10050	Compiler: UI: allow more than one service call for pagination on the same table
	Feature	Description
	9960
	Compiler: Scheduler: Avoid parallel events

	10007
	Compiler: Persistent State: Support for broadcasting signals

	10000
	Compiler: SOAP: wsdlPerService=true: write all classes of a given namespace to its own XSD file to allow canonical models


Builder 5.1.8 (2012/06/12)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.70

	Bug	Description
	10004
	Importer: EDIFACT: Add links to UN online documentation for each message, group, and field

	10030
	Importer: WSDL: RPC encdoding: importer does not consider xml types on simple operation parameters (e.g., xs:long)

	10031
	Compiler: SOAP: RPC encdoding: importer does not consider xml types on simple operation parameters (e.g., E2EParameter - xmlType="long")

	10025
	Compiler: If static operation refered by 'self:' is not found, the error message was misleading



Builder 5.1.8 (2012/06/05)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.70

	Feature	Description
	9952
	Compiler: SQL Adapter keyword in:: out:: should be case inensitive because SQL statements are case insensitive too

	9956
	Compiler: Allow assignments "set x = y.u " without requiring "create x "

	Bug	Description
	10011
	Sending JMS message opens allways new session

	9981
	Compiler: WSDL: if simple types are used in doc/literal SOAP port, the URL for the Base Type schema is not correct

	9989
	Compiler: UI: multiple UI signals do not bind correctly

	9965
	Compiler: FlatFile/X12/EDIFACT Adapter: no error message if a FlatFile adapter uses X12Interchange

	BUIL-3549	Compiler: FlatFile: Compiler must issue an error if FlatFile adapter has no input (only self context)


Builder 5.1.8 (2012/05/16)
Contains xUML RUNTIME Version: 5.1.69

	Bug	Description
	9955	Compiler: Supress confusing warning: "Did not find a deployment in the component diagram for the ..
	9942	Compiler: DB Artifact: set default charset to UTF-8
	9940	Debugger: Unexpected call stack element stalls the debugger


Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.7
See Release Notes E2E Builder 5.1.7.pdf for the Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.7.
Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.6
See Release Notes E2E Builder 5.1.6.pdf for the Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.7.
Release Notes of E2E Builder up to Version 5.1.5
See Release Notes E2E Builder up to 5.1.5.txt for the Release Notes of E2E Builder Version 5.1.7.
5.1.11.3
5.1.8.38
2017.5
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